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I Vocabulary and structure (30 points) 

Directions: Choose one from the four alternatives that best completes the 

sentence and mark the corresponding letter on the answer sheet. 

1. When the fire broke out, the people lost their_______ and ran in all directions. Many people 

lose their life when they ran away from the fire. 

      A. hearts         B. heads        C. minds         D. souls 

2. In the preface _______ my book, I express my sincere gratitude to all the teachers and friends 

who have been of help to me during my three years’ life in the university. 

      A. on            B. for          C. to            D. in   

3. Noise pollution generally receives less attention than ______ air pollution. 

      A. does          B. it does        C. receives      D. it does over 

4. The mayor was asked to ________ his speech in order to allow his audience to raise questions. 

      A. constrain       B. conduct      C. condense      D. converge 

5. The small child was unknowingly _______ the puppy as he played with it.  

      A. tormenting      B. titillating     C. tantalizing     D. pleasing 

6. Mary acquired a certain ________ mode of behaviour at her expensive school in Switzerland, 

but her character still remains very unreliable. 

      A. clever          B. polished      C. well-behaved     D. well-bred 

7. New sources of energy must be found, and this will take time ,but it is not likely to result in any 

situation that will ever restore that sense of cheap and ______ energy we have had in the times 

past. 

      A. exquisite        B. resilient       C. copious         D. formidable    

8. All are equal _________ God. 

      A. in sight of      B. in the sight of   C. in sight         D. at the sight of  

9. The lecturer provided a list of topics _______ which he was prepared to speak. 

      A. to             B. of            C. out             D. on  

10. ________, he can now only watch it on TV at home. 

      A. Obtaining not a ticket for the match        B. Not obtaining a ticket for the match  

      C. Not having obtained a ticket for the match   D. Not obtained a ticket for the match 

11. Weather _________, we’ll have an outing tomorrow. 

      A. permitting       B. permitted      C. permits         D. is permitted 

12. You can see the diamonds _______ under the bright lights. 

      A. dazzling        B. glaring       C. illumination      D. sparkling 

13. If you are _______ to something, you feel strongly that you’re not willing to do it or that you 

don’t like it. 

      A. averse          B. avid         C. awesome        D. azure  

14. One reason that Gone With the Wind has endured as a classic is ________ a woman who has 
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been molded by her upbringing, but rebels just enough to sustain her independence. 

     A. representing     B. what represents    C. why she represents   D. that it represents 

15. _______ corn is usually believed to be the American favorite vegetable, broccoli is actually 

the favorite vegetable, according to the poll done. 

     A. Actually        B. However          C. While             D. Despite 

16 To my surprise, manger _______ the plane of marketing the product at the meeting, which was  

disapproved at the last meeting. 

      A. brought about          B. brought out     C. brought up    D. brought down 

.17. The doctor assured Victor that his wife would certainly           although she had been 

unconscious for 48 hours. 

A. take to       B. come to          C. see to            D. stick to 

18.  If you are bitten by a poisonous snake it is necessary to be give an         as quickly as 

possible. 

A. analgesic         B. antitoxin        C. antibiotic         D. antidote 

19. This wicked recession is throwing roadblocks in the way of many careers. It's not just layoffs 

______ people ___ track.. 

     A5knocking …… off                          B. knocking…..down 
     C. knocking……out                            D. knocking…..up 

20. There is clearly an increase in volunteering, in part because it helps laid-off people keep their 
skills sharp.  But she tied much of it ______ the presidential election, as well.  
    A. in               B. to               C .on         D. at  
21 She________ her apartment and moved to throw her energies into an alternative career in 

Washington.  

A. sublime        B. submerge       C. sublet       D. submit   

22. There have been several attempts to introduce gayer colors and styles in men’s clothing, but 

none of them________. 

      A. has caught on              B. has caught him out    

C. has caught up              D. take root 

23. My tutor frequently reminds me to ____ myself of every chance to improve my English. 

      A. avail        B. inform      C. assure      D. notify 

24. The _______ of color and action which fills the world is taken for granted. 

      A. pageant     B. panorama     C. convolution   D. epicurean 

255_______ I have time, I would call her. 
      A. Could       B. Should       C. May        D. Would  

26. They were pushed into battle _______. 

      A. unprepared                    B. unpreparedly 

      C. not preparing it                 D. without preparing it  

27. How do you_______ both the deflationary forces of America’s worst recession since the 

1930s and the vigorous response of the Federal Reserve, which has in effect cut interest rates to 

zero and rapidly expanded its balance-sheet? 

      A. fight against   B5guard against  C. play against    D.beat against 
28. Although this is the first such annual decline since 1955, it is the transitory result of a_____ in 

energy prices. 

      A. plunge       B. plump       C. plunder    D. plunger  
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29. The _______ over Cuba threatens to dominate a meeting of hemispheric foreign ministers, 

including Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, scheduled for Tuesday in Honduras.  

      A. wrangling      B. wrapping       C. wounding     D. wriggling  

30. President Obama has said he will not scrap the longtime economic embargo until Havana 

makes democratic reforms and _______its human rights record. 

 

     A. cleans down      B. cleans off        C. cleans out      D. cleans up 

ⅡⅡⅡⅡ．．．．Identify errors in the following sentences and correct them.（（（（20points）））） 

1. Only by shouting at the top of his voice he was able to make himself heard. 

2. He put forward the suggestion which we should take notes while listening to the lecture. 

3. It was suggested that we would have taken notes while listening to the lecture. 

4. Jack has been missed from home for two days now , and I am beginning to worry about his 

safety. 

5. Do help yourself to some fruit, don’t you? 

6. Bruce has stated that he has always had a great interest and admiration for the work of the 

British economist Brusland. 

7. If someone maintains that two and two are five, or that Iceland is on the equator, you feel pity 

rather anger, unless you know very little of arithmetic of geography that his opinion shakes 

your own contrary conviction. 

8. The Portuguese give a great deal of credit to one man for having promoted the sea travel, that 

man was Prince Henry the navigator, who lived in the 15
th
 century. 

9.  These countries’ recessions are shaping up to the both deeper and longer than in the  

United States.   

106Some countries, such as Ireland, are so cash-strapped that they’ve raised taxes in the middle of 
a deep recession, make things worse. 

ⅢⅢⅢⅢ Close Test（（（（20points）））） 

 Fill in each bland with one suitable word from the four choices given. 

  The amazing success of man as a __1___ is the result of the evolutionary development of his 
brain which has ____2_____ to tool-using, toolmaking, the ability to solve problems by 

logical_____3____, thoughtful cooperation, and language. One of the most striking ways 

____4____ the chimpanzee biologically resembles man __5____ the structure of his brain. The 

chimpanzee, with his ___6___ for primitive reasoning, exhibits a type of intelligence more 

like___7____ of man than does any other___8____ living today. The brain of the modern 

chimpanzee is ____9___ not too dissimilar to the brain that so many millions of years ago directed 

the __10___ of the first ape man. 

   For a long time,  the fact that ___11____ man made tools was considered to be one of the 

major criteria to ___12___him from other creatures. It is true that the chimpanzee does not fashion 

his __13___ to a regular and set pattern ------- but then, primitive man, ___14____development of 

stone tools, undoubtedly poked around with sticks and straws, at which __15____ it seems 

unlikely that he made tools to a set pattern, ___16____. 

  It is because of the close __17___ in most people’s minds of tools with man __18____ special 

attention has always been ___19___ upon any animal able, to use an object __20____ a tool; but it 

is important to realize that this ability, on its own, does not necessarily indicate any special 

intelligence in the creature concerned. 
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   1. A. kind         B. serried       C. species     D. tribe 

   2. A. resulted      B. turned out     C. led        D. produced 

   3. A. reasoning    B. analyzing      C. thinking    D. predicting 

   4. A. after which   B. in which       C. through what   D. by what 

   5. A. lay         B. lies in         C. exists        D. conceals 

   6. A. ability      B. intention       C. capacity      D. capability 

   7. A. what        B. that           C. those        D. this 

   8. A. mammal     B. reptile        C. animal       D. creature 

   9. A. like         B. maybe        C. perhaps      D. probably 

   10. A. conduct      B. deeds         C. actions      D. behavior 

   11. A. elderly      B. ancient        C. prehistoric        D. olden time 

   12. A. distinguish   B. prevent        C. judge           D. differ 

   13. A. paws        B. means         C. tools           D. devices 

   14. A. after his      B. before his      C. after its         D. before its 

   15. A. place         B. period         C. range          D. stage 

   16. A. too          B. instead         C. though          D. either 

   17. A. contacts      B. association       C. touches        D. approaches 

18. A. so that        B. in order to       C. which         D. that  

19. A. focused       B. paid            C. given          D. laid 

20. A. like          B. for              C. as            D. with     

 

ⅣⅣⅣⅣ.Read the following four passages and answer the questions after each passage. 

(35 points 2point for each question)        

 Passage One 

   Is the literary critic like the poet, responding creatively, intuitively, subjectively to the written 

word as the poet responds to human experienceMOr is the critic more like a scientist following a 
series of demonstrable, verifiable steps, using an objective method of analysis? 

   For the woman who is a practitioner of feminist literary criticism, the subjectivity versus 

objectivity or critic-as-artist-or-scientist debate has special significance. For her questions is not 

only academic but political as well and her definition will court special risks whichever side of the 

issue it favors. If she defines feminist criticism as objective and scientific---- a valid, verifiable, 

intellectual method that anyone, whether man or woman, can perform---- the definition not only 

precludes the critic-as-artist approach, but may also impede accomplishment of the utilitarian 

political objectives of those who seek to change the academic establishment and its thinking, 

especially about sex roles. If she defines feminist criticism as creative and intuitive, privileged as 

art, then her work becomes vulnerable to the prejudice of stereotypic ideas about the ways in 

which women think, and will be dismissed by much of the academic establishment. Because of 

these prejudices, women who use an intuitive approach in their criticism may find themselves 

charged with inability to be analytical to be objective or to think critically. Whereas men may be 

free to claim the role of critic as artist, women run different professional risks when they choose 

intuition and private experience as critical method and defense. 

   These questions are political in the sense that the debate over them will inevitably be less an 

exploration of abstract matters in a spirit of disinterested inquiry than an academic power struggle 

in which the careers and professional fortunes of many women scholars only now entering the 
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academic profession in substantial numbers will be at stake, and with them the chances for a 

distinctive contribution to humanistic understanding, a contribution that might be an important 

influence against sexism in our society. 

   As long as the academic establishment continues to regard objective analysis as “ masculine” 

and an intuitive approach as “ feminine ” the theoretician must steer a delicate philosophical 

course between the two. If she wishes to construct a theory of feminist criticism, she would be 

well advised to place it with in the framework of a general theory of the critical process that is 

neither purely objective nor purely intuitive. Her theory is then more likely to be compared and 

contrasted with other theories of criticism with some degree of dispassionate distance. 

1. Which of the following titles best summarizes the content of the passage? 

     A. How Theories of Literary Criticism 

     B. Problems Confronting Women Who Are Feminist Literary Critics 

     C. A Historical Overview of Feminist Literary Criticism 

     D.A New Theory of Literary Criticism 

      

2. It can be inferred that the author believes which of the following about women who are literary 

criticsN 
     O.They can make a unique contribution to society  
     P.They must develop a new theory of the critical process 
     Q. Their criticisms of literature should be entirely objective 
     A. O only                          B.  P only 
     C. Oand Ponly                     DR O,Pand Q. 
3. The author specially mentions all of the following as difficulties that particularly affect women 

who are theoreticians of feminist literary criticism Except the 

     A. tendency of a predominantly male academic establishment to form preconceptions about 

women 

     B. limitations that are impose when criticism is defined as objective and scientific 

     C. likelihood that the work of a woman theoretician who claims the privilege of art will be 

viewed with prejudice by some academics 

     DRtendency of members of the academic establishment to treat all forms of feminist literary 
theory with hostility 

4. According to the author, the debate mentioned in the passage has special significance for the 

woman who is a theoretician of feminist literary criticism for which of the following reasons? 

     A. There are large numbers of capable women working within the academic establishment. 

     B. There are a few powerful feminist critics who have been recognized by the academic 

establishment. 

     C. Like other critics, most women who are literary critics define criticism as either scientific 

or artistic. 

     D. Women who are literary critics face professional risks different from those faced by men 

who are literary critics. 

     

 5. Which of the following is presented by the author in support of the suggestion that there is 

stereotypic thinking among members of the academic establishmentN 
     ARA distinctively feminist contribution to humanistic understanding could work against the 
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influence of sexism among members of the academic establishment  

     B. Women who define criticism as artistic may be seen by the academic establishment as 

being incapable of critical thinking 

     C. The debate are the role of the literary critic is often seen as a political one. 

     D. Women scholar are only now entering academic in substantial numbers. 

     

6. Which of the following is most likely to be one of the “utilitarian political objectives” 

mentioned by the author in line 19? 

     A. To forge a new theory of literary criticism 

     B. To pursue truth in a disinterested manner 

     C. To demonstrate that women are interested in literary criticism that can be viewed either 

subjectively or objectively 

     D. To convince the academic establishment to revise the ways in which it assesses women 

scholars’ professional qualities 

 

7. It can be inferred that the author would define as “ political” (line35)questions that 

     A. are contested largely through contention over power 

     B. are primarily academic in nature and open to abstract analysis  

     C. are not in themselves important  

     D. cannot be resolved without extensive debate 

                            Passage 2 

  One theory and practice in the area of sentencing have undergone a gradual but dramatic 

changes through the years. Primitive man believed that a crime created an imbalance which could 

be rectified only by punishing the wrongdoer. Thus, sentencing was initially vengeance-oriented. 

Gradually, emphasis began to be placed on the deterrent value of a sentence upon future 

wrongdoing. 

  Though deterrence is still an important consideration, increased emphasis on the possibility of 

reforming the offender-----of returnig him to the community a useful citizen -----bars the harsh 

penalties once imposed and brings into play a new set of sentencing criteria. Today, each offender 

is viewed as a unique individual ,and the sentencing judge seeks to know why he has committed 

the crime and what are the chances of a repetition of the offense. The judge’s prime objective is 

not to punish but to treat . 

  This emphasis on treatment of the individual has created a host of new problems. In seeking to 

arrive at the best treatment for individual prisoners, judges must weigh an imposing array of 

factors. I believe that the primary aim of every sentence is the prevention of future crime. Little 

can be done to correct past damage , and a sentence will achieve its objective to the extent that it 

upholds general respect for the law, discourages those tempted to commit similar crimes, and leads 

to the rehabilitation of the offender, so that he will not run afoul of the law again. Where the 

offender is so hardened from society so that he will be unable to do any further harm. The 

balancing of these interacting, and often mutually antagonistic factors requires more than a good 

heart and a sense of fair play on the judge’s part, although these are certainly prerequisites. It 

requires the judge to know as much as he can about the prisoner before him. He should know the 

probable effects of sentences upon those who might commit similar crimes and how the prisoner 

is likely to react to imprisonment or probation. Because evaluation of these various factors may 
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differ from judge to judge, the same offense will be treated differently by different judges. 

  The task of improving our sentencing techniques is so important to the nation’s moral health 

that it deserves far more careful attention than it now receives from the bar and many 

civic-minded individuals who usually lead even the judges in the fight for legal reform approach 

this subject with apathy or with erroneous preconceptions. 

8. What is the main idea of the passage? 

A. The sentencing technique should be reformed. 

B. The objective of sentence is to avoid further offence. 

C. The civic-minded people are apathy. 

D. The judges should have a good heart and a sense of fair play. 

9. From the second paragraph, we can infer that________. 

A. the judge must investigate the reason of the crimes 

B. deterrence is not important now 

C. despite of their wrongdoings, the rights of the offenders should be ensured now  

D. the punishment should be as harsh as possible 

10. The word “rehabilitation” in the third paragraph probably means________ 

A. live in a new place 

B. begin a new way of life  

C. obtain a life once more 

D. give others a new life 

11.  Which of the following does the author think is not true according to the text? 

    A. There are many factors that will influence the sentence of an offence. 

    B. New concept of sentence also brings new problems. 

    C. Now the attention given to sentence is careful enough. 

    D. Some of the professional people are not responsible enough 

12.  The author’s attitude toward the future of legal reform is ________ 

     A. pessimistic     B. apathetic      C. warm-hearted      D. optimistic 

 

Passage Three 

Suppose you are driving on a highway with three lanes going in your direction and you come 

upon a toll plaza with six toll booths are off to right. Which lane should you choose? It is usually 

the case that the wait time is approximately the same no matter what you do. There are usually 

enough people searching for the shortest line so as to make all the lines about the same length. If 

one line is much shorter than the others, cars will quickly move into it until the lines are equalized. 

There are usually enough drivers searching for the fastest line to equalize the average wait time. 

The term profit in economics has a very precise meaning. Economists, however, often loosely 

refer to "good deals" or profitable ventures with no risk as profit opportunities. Using the term 

loosely, a profit opportunity exists at the toll booths if one line is shorter than the others. The 

general view of economics is that profit opportunities are rare. At any one time there are many 

people searching for such opportunities, and as a consequence few exist. At toll booths it is seldom 

the case that one line is substantially shorter than the others. 

Another example of a possible profit opportunity is the purchase and exchanges of foreign 

currencies. The prices of these currencies are determined in world money markets. If, for example, 

the mark-franc price is too low with respect to the other prices, there is an immediate rush to buy 
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marks and sell francs, not by ordinary citizens at bank windows, but by a few large currency 

traders in Tokyo, London, etc. who watches prices every minute. Such a rush drives up the 

mark-franc price to the no-profit-opportunity point. Markets like this, where any profit 

opportunities are eliminated almost instantaneously, are said to be efficient markets. The common 

language way of expressing the efficient markets hypothesis is “there's no such thing as a free 

lunch. ”There are thousands of individuals each day looking for hot tips in the market, and if a 

particular tip about a stock is valid there will be an immediate rush to buy the stock, which will 

quickly drive its price up. 

This economist �s view that there are very limited profit opportunities around can, of 
course, be carried too far. There is a story about two people walking along, one an economist and 

one not. The non-economist sees a $ 20 bill on the sidewalk and says, “There’s a bill on the 

sidewalk.” The economist replies, "That is not possible. If there were, somebody would already 

have picked it up." 

13.  According to the first passage, why all the lines on a highway with tool booths are 

equalized? 

A. Because there are too many people on the high way. 

B. Because many drivers are searching for the fastest line thus all the lines are 

equalized. 

C. Because there are toll booths in each line and the drivers have to wait to pass them. 

D. Because the shortest line has more people and the longest line has few people, and 

the wait time is almost the same. 

14.  How does profit opportunity relate to the toll booths in the first example? 

A. Both of them are the object people are pursuing. 

B. There is no relation between the two. 

C. There are a great many of profit opportunities in the toll booths. 

D. The profit opportunity in economic are as rare as the toll booths. 

15. What happens to the market when the mark-franc price is low? 

A. People will rush to sell marks and buy francs and thus everyone makes big profit. 

B. The mark-franc price will begin to rising and profit opportunity will disappear 

C. The market of foreign currencies will become an efficient market.  

D. People will go to large currency traders in Tokyo and London to watch the change of 

prices. 

16. According to the second paragraph, what kind of market is called efficient market? 

A.A market that doesn't provide free lunch is an efficient market. 

B. A market where any profit opportunities are removed at once is an efficient market. 

C.A market that is driven by individuals' activities is said to be an efficient market. 

D.A market where people are looking for hot tips is said to be an efficient market. 

17. What is the main idea of this passage? 

A. In efficient markets, there is limited profit opportunity because every one is searching 

for it. 

B .Everyone is profit-driven, and it is the reason why they cannot get"free lunch".  

C. There is an analogy between efficient market and highway with toll plaze.  

D. Economists know well that there will be no bills in the sideway. 
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ⅤⅤⅤⅤ.Translation (30points) 

1. Translate the following passages into Chinese. Give the number of each 

passage in your answer sheet.  

 A life of slothful ease, a life of that peace which springs merely from lack either of desire or of 

power to strive after great things is as little worthy of a nation as an individual . 

 We do not admire the man of timid peace. We admire the man who embodies victorious efforts, 

the man who never wrongs his neighbor, who is prompt to help a friend, but who has those virile 

qualities necessary to win in the stern strife of actual life. It is hard to fail, but it is worse never to 

have tried to succeed. In this life we get nothing save by effort. Freedom from effort in the present 

merely means that there has been effort stored up in the past. A man can be freed from the 

necessity of work only by the fact that he or his fathers before him have worked to good purpose. 

If the freedom thus purchased is used right, and the man still does actual work, though of a 

different kind, whether as a writer or a general, whether in the field of politics or in the field of 

exploration and adventure, he shows he deserves his good fortune. 

 But if he treats this period of freedom from the need of actual labor as a period, not of 

preparation, but of mere enjoyment, even though perhaps not of vicious enjoyment, he shows that 

he is simply a cumberer on the earth’s surface; and he surely unfits himself to hold his own place 

with his fellows, if the need to do so should again arise. A mere life of ease is not in the end a very 

satisfactory life, and above all, it is a life which ultimately unfits those who follow it for serious 

work in the world. 

 As it is with the individual, so it is with the nation. It is a base untruth to say that happy is the 

nation that has no history. Thrice happy is the nation that has a glorious history. Far better it is to 

dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even though checkered by failure, than to take rank 

with those poor spirits who neither enjoy much nor suffer much, because they live in the gray 

twilight that knows neither victory nor defeat. 

  

2. Translate the following passages into English.. Give the number of each passage in your 

answer sheet.  ����������� ¡¢£¤¥¦§¨�©ª«�¬�®¯°¦±²³´µ 
 £¶¤·¸¹º»�¼½¾º ¿ÀÁ£Â�Ã�¸ÄÅÆ�ÇÇÈÉÊ§Ë³Ìª�ÍÎË³Ìª�ÍÎË³¨Ï �ÐÄÑÒÓÔ£ÂÕ�Ö��×ØÙÚÛÜÝÞßà
 

   áâãäåæçèéÞêÛëìíäîïðñòóôèõö÷õèøùúûüàýêîïþÿ�Ý���Ûå�å����Û��	
è�ä�è����ä��è���ìä��è��õ�����àå Þ!èýê"õð#$%è&â'ìä()ðûüè*�+Ú,'-è./óð�012âúäü3à
 

   
ú4îï56ä�78è.ðü9ø:�ß*;<è=*�>�	àý4?@ABìÞßö>èCßöDèE1ØFGèHIJKLMNå0OPðûüà 

   
ú4DóúQ�èRS�0TUèîïì<è+ÚVMØNàâRîïéQ�ßW*ðüXèYãQ�ð�Zè[Q�\äå]'üð^óà<îï_��Û�ì�ZèìíéD`èabcQ�1deäf�ghõ�àý4?'ûðØiöîï��j�>èkJlm1eänûðäà

 

   
ýØöTopðqrst
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ⅥⅥⅥⅥ. Writing (20 points) 

Directions: In this part you should write a composition of no less than 300 words 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Grades (makes) encourage 

students to learn. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion. 
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I. Vocabulary and structure (20 points) 

1. ¡B¢ 2. ¡C¢ 3. ¡A¢4. ¡C¢5. ¡A¢ 6. ¡B¢ 7. ¡C¢ 8. ¡B¢ 9. ¡D¢ 10. ¡C¢ 
11. ¡A¢ 12. ¡D¢ 13. ¡B¢ 14. ¡D¢ 15 ¡C¢ 16. ¡C¢ 17. ¡B¢18. ¡B¢
19. ¡A¢20. ¡B¢ 21. ¡C¢ 22. ¡A¢ 23. ¡A¢ 24. ¡B¢ 25. ¡B¢ 26. ¡A¢ 
27. ¡B¢ 28. ¡A¢ 29.  ¡A¢ 30. ¡D¢ £

．．．．Identify errors in the following sentences and correct them. 

1. ¤ he was¥¦ was he§ 
2. which¨©ª«¬®¯°±²¥¦ that§ 
3. ¤ ³would have taken´¥¦ ³should take §́ 
4. ¤ has been missed ¥µ has been missing§ 
5. ¤ don’t you ¥µwill you¶ won’t you. 
6. · and¸¹º»¼ in§ 
7. ¤ very little ¥µ so little§ 
8. ¤ was ¥µ being§ 
9. · than¸¹º the one. 

10. ¤make ¥µmaking§ 
ⅢⅢⅢⅢ Close Test  

1. ½C¾ 
2. ½C¾ 
3. ½A¾ 
4. ½B¾ 
5. ½B¾ 
6. ½C¾ 
7. ½B¾ 
8. ½A¾ 
9. ½D¾ 
10. ½D¾ 
11. ½C¾¿ 
12. ½D¾ 
13. ½C¾ 
14. ½B¾ 
15. ½D¾ 
16. ½D¾ 
17. ½B¾ 
18. ½D¾¿ 
19. ½A¾  
20. ½C¾ 
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Read the following four passages and answer the questions after each passage. (20%, 

2point for each question)        

  Passage One 

1. ØBÙ 
2. ØAÙ 
3. ØDÙ 
4 ØDÙ 
5 ØBÙ 
6. ØDÙ 
7 ØAÙ 
 

 Passage Two 

8 ØBÙ 
9 ØCÙ 
10 ØBÙ 
11 ØCÙ 
12 ØDÙ 
 

Passage There 

13 ØDÙ 
14 ØAÙ 
15 ØBÙ 
16 ØBÙ 
17 ØAÙ 
ⅤⅤⅤⅤ.Translation (30points) 

1.Translate the following passages into Chinese. Give the number of 

each passage in your answer sheet.  ØÚÛÜÝÙ ÞßàáâãäåæçÞßèèéêëìíîïðñòóäôõö÷øùúûäüýþÿ���������	
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2. Translate the following passages into English.Give the number of 

each passage in your answer sheet. #$%&'(
 

   I would get up early to watch sunrise when it was not yet quite light and all was quiet 

except for the droning of the ship engine. 

       The sky was pale with a bluish hue. Soon a streak of pink dawn broke over the horizon, 

expanding gradually and becoming brighter and brighter. Knowing that the sun was about to 

rise, I had my eyes fixed on the distant edge of the sea. 

       As expected, the sun soon appeared revealing half of its face, which was very red but not 

bright. It kept rising laboriously bit by bit as if weighted down with a heavy burden on its 

back until, after breaking through the rosy clouds, it completely emerged from the sea aglow 

with a lovely red. Then, before I knew it, the dark red orb began to shine blazingly, dazzling 

my eyes until they stung and all of a sudden lighting up the surrounding clouds. 

      Sometimes, hidden by the clouds, the sun nonetheless shed its rays straight onto the 

seawater, making it difficult for me to distinguish between the sky and the sea because what I 

saw in front of me was nothing but a wide expanse of dazzling brilliance. 

    Sometimes, with thick layers of dark clouds hanging in the sky, the sun was hardly visible to 

the naked eye. But its radiance managed to show through the dark clouds to edge them 

golden lace. Then, after gradually breaking through the tight encirclement, it came into full 

view and even dyed the dark clouds purple or scarlet. At the moment, apart from the sun, the 

clouds and the seawater, I too was luminous. 

       Wasn’t that a marvelous spectacle? 

ⅥⅥⅥⅥ. Writing (20 points) )$%*'(+,-
 

                 

 


